
Why here?











What we hear? 

• Density

❑ R-CG

❑ R-CGex

❑ Keep the current zoning of R-C2

• Considering the lot being a corner lot, super close to green space

     public school, community centre, 5A network and immediately

     Adjacent Cycling facility, R-CG with concurrent DP application 

     was proposed here. 



What we hear? 

• Shadowing, garage access, garbage bins

Our designer and engineer have been to the site a few times to meet 

with the neighbour directly to the north of the site who would be most 

affected in terms of shadowing effects, garage access and garbage 

bins, etc. 

We are glad that we are able to obtain the support from the 

neighbour and will work closely at DP/BP stage. 
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What we hear? 

• Short Term Rental



To Sum Up

➢We believe the proposal is appropriate for the area especially 
considering the many special features this specific lot can offer.

➢Missing middle housing is not detrimental to the community. If 
fact, we strongly believe missing middle housing is good for the 
community. The community can still preserve its family friendly 
trigger treatable neighbourhood. 

➢We are in housing crisis. As much as we always try to find a 
balance between our development and locals, we think the current 
proposal is reasonable and thus Hope Councillors can support us. 
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